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Biographical Information  

 

Ann H. S. Nicholson  

Division Vice President 

Investor Relations 

Ann H. S. Nicholson joined investor relations in October 2008, and was named division vice 

president in July 2013. In her current role, Nicholson is Corning’s key spokesperson and 

relationship manager with the investment community and is responsible for formulating and 

executing the company’s investor relations strategy. 

Nicholson joined Corning in 1987 as an equipment engineer in the Erwin Materials Plant.  

Between 1989 and 1997, she held several supervisory positions in manufacturing as well as 

product engineering in the Environmental and Specialty Materials businesses and the Process 

Research Center at Sullivan Park.   

In 1997, Nicholson was named to the Supervisor Effectiveness faculty where she was a key team 

member for the corporate-wide culture change initiative, training more than 1,000 employees 

across the company. In 2001, she moved to State College, Pennsylvania, where she was both 

the operations manager and plant manufacturing engineer for Corning Asahi Video’s 

manufacturing facility, effectively leading her organization through rampant change and business 

downturn while improving product quality and production efficiencies.   

In June of 2003, Nicholson returned to Corning as a performance excellence facilitator in 

Corporate Quality with key roles in the development and launch of Performance Excellence, 

Revitalizing Innovation Globally, and the corporate Business Technology Strategy framework. In 

September of 2005, she became business development manager in Strategic Growth leading a 

Stage II Innovation project. In May of 2007, Nicholson became director, strategic planning in 

executive staffs managing the Growth and Strategy Council. She worked closely with all business 

units and major innovation programs to align their strategies with the priorities and objectives of 

the council. 

Nicholson holds a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering from Grove City College and a 

Master in Business Administration from the Darden Graduate School of Business. 
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